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Since 1919
Left to right: Danielle Schlager, Jenna Grochow, and Hannah Ose revive a 1957 jazz choreographed stage performance of “Steam Heat” from the musical “The Pajama 
Game” during a Dancescape dress rehearsal on Tuesday, Feb. 14. The performances took place in the Vivian R. Fusillo Main Stage Theatre Feb. 16 to 18. What was your 
favorite part of participating in “Steam Heat?” Hannah Ose: My favorite part of performing in “Steam Heat” was the freedom to be quirky and use fun facial expressions. I also 
enjoyed having a comical relationship with the audience and playing off of their reactions. Their cheers and jeers made it that much more exciting to be silly and humorous. Was the 
dance difficult? It was difficult choreography because it required extreme precision and juxtaposition between small and large movements.
Dancescape 2017 in photo review
Photo story continued on page 10, see Dance.
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Layoffs possible as budget deficit increases
The budget deficit first reported during October 2016 by the Winona State 
University Student Senate has risen to $4 million, 
according to the university’s Vice President of 
Finance and Administration Scott Ellinghuysen 
at a budget forum on Thursday, Feb. 16.
The deficit was originally reported to be 
between $2 to $3 million, according to the 
Student Senate in October, but the increased 
deficit could result in employee layoffs, according 
to Ellinghuysen, which he said has not happened 
in at least 10 years. 
Winona State’s Human Resources was not 
immediately available to comment on possible 
layoffs and the how long it has been since they 
last happened. 
This deficit is set to continue into the fiscal year 
2018, which begins in July, Ellinghuysen said, but 
he added hopefully the deficit will decrease to 
around $3 million by the time school starts again 
the fall of 2017.
As for the cause, Ellinghuysen said student 
enrollment is a key factor of the deficit, but 
reasons also include state appropriation, 
insurance costs and contract settlements.
A large portion of the university budget comes 
from the state, Ellinghysen said. 
“Student tuition covers roughly 60 to 62 
percent of our budget, and the state pays about 
38 to 40 percent of the budget” Ellinghuysen said. 
“The legislature won’t make a decision until the 
middle of May.” 
Until then, students will not know if tuition 
will be raised, should the tuition freeze ends, 
Ellinghuysen said. 
An end in the freeze would mean a Minnesota 
State Colleges and University’s board would 
have to approve the new tuition in two meetings 
during May and June, Ellinghuysen said, but the 
board does meet with a summer consolation 
team, which is made up of about six students.
“The board has been pretty quiet on the whole 
tuition thing,” Ellinghuysen said.
Ellinghuysen said the budget is “not going to be 
fully funded.”
Until the legislation comes back with a decision 
on appropriation, there is know information on 
what will happen to the tuition fees at Winona 
State, according to Ellinghuysen. 
At the budget forum, the faculty and staff 
presented concerns with possible layoffs, 
Ellinghuysen assured people the university has 
not needed to lay off anyone in a long time and 
that “ongoing conversation between the union 
and the [university’s] HR department” were 
underway. 
The time frame for any possible layoffs could be 
this spring, Ellinghuysen said.
Another way the school could save money is 
through reworking faculty salary, according to 
Ellinghuysen. He explained how if a higher paid 
teacher retires or leaves, departments can hire 
lower paid teachers to save money. 
The time frame for possible layoffs will be this 
spring, according to Scott Ellinghuysen. 
The deficit could impact student jobs, but this 
is decided by each department, Ellinghuysen 
said.
Each department has an operating budget, and 
it decides how it wants to use of that for students, 
according to Ellinghuysen. A department can cut 
it out completely or simply lessen the number of 
workers, in order to save the department money.
“There is nothing automatic that says for sure 
student jobs will be gone,” Ellinghuysen said.
Winona State hosts budget forum to discuss solutions, ramifications
         BY MADDIE SWENSON                                  
               news reporter
           mcswenson15@winona.edu
A quick look at the budget deficit...
• Winona State University first announced a $2 to $3 million
   deficit in October 2016.
• The university announces the deficit has increased to 
   $4 million in February 2017.
• The deficit could increase into the 2018 fiscal year.
• Winona State is hopeful the deficit could be alleviated   
    through a tuition increase.
• The university is considering the possibility of layoffs for 
   faculty and staff as a possible solution.
• A third solution could be decreasing faculty pay.
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Sounds of splashing and energetic voices fill the Memorial Hall Pool as students 
participate in Winona State University’s newest 
fitness class.
The music was inviting the students to exercise 
while enjoying themselves with friends at aqua 
dancing. 
The class, which combines exercising and 
dancing in the water, is new at Winona State 
since the beginning of the spring 2017 semester, 
instructor Emily Luther said.
Luther explained the class was implemented 
at the university as a way to get more students 
involved and aware of the Memorial Hall Pool, 
since the previous water class, water aerobics, was 
not a popular activity on campus. 
When the instructors first heard about aqua 
dancing, they got together and decided to try 
something new and see if the class appealed to 
more students.
Fellow instructor Seth Shanley said approx-
imately eight students have been attending the 
class on a regular basis since January, which is a 
higher number compared to the previous water 
aerobics classes. 
Water aerobics is a straight workout, he said, 
compared to aqua dancing, which encourages 
people to exercise the body and have fun while 
dancing.
“We have had a lot positive feedback so far,” 
Shanley said. “I enjoy introducing a new way to 
work out to students.”
Aqua dancing currently meets from 4 to 5 p.m. 
Mondays and Wednesdays at the Memorial Hall 
Pool, Luther said. In the past, the water aerobics 
class met more than twice a week, but the 
instructors decided to offer two classes for aqua 
dancing in the beginning before offering more 
times. 
The class provides students with another option 
for exercise, which Luther said is important for 
students to do because they get to meet new 
people and have a nice workout at the same time. 
“Each class has different activities to offer, and 
the more classes students try, the more exercises 
they can learn,” Luther said.
Through fitness classes, Luther said, the hope 
is students will find something they enjoy doing 
that they would have done on their own. 
Graduate student Johnna Miller participated 
in one of the aqua dancing classes and said she 
enjoyed the class because the instructors used 
upbeat music to get her moving in the water. 
“I struggle with finding a workout that I like. 
But water aerobics uses a lot of muscles, and it 
is not as hard core as running,” Miller said. “It is 
very different than anything you would do at the 
fitness center and you use a lot of new muscles.”
At the end of the class, Miller said the 
instructors asked for song suggestions and tried 
to make the class more enjoyable for everyone. 
Aqua dancing was a different exercise 
experience for Miller that she suggested to 
students who wish to incorporate new activities 
in their schedules.
She said, “If you find it hard to get yourself to 
the gym or you want to mix up your workout 
routine, you should try aqua dancing.” 
Aqua dancing makes a splash
Students aqua dance on Wednesday, Feb. 8 in the Memorial Hall Pool during
a new fitness class at Winona State University that aims to exercise the body 
in a fun way.
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         BY SARA TIRADOSSI                                 
               news reporter
           striadossi13@winona.edu
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SECURITY INCIDENTS
Feb. 10
8 a.m.: A latptop was 
stolen from Maxwell 
Hall on Jan. 30. The 
matter was referred to 
the police department. 
10:15 p.m.: A 
female was found 
in possession of
alcohol in the  
Lourdes Hall lobby. 
4 a.m.: An 
intoxicated 
male was 
found at 
Minné Hall.
2 a.m.: A male broke a 
window on a door in 
Lourdes Hall. The 
matter was referred to 
the police department.
ALICE, a tactical program that provides education on what to do during an active 
shooter situation, will be made available to 
Winona State University students, faculty and 
staff beginning Feb. 25 and 26. The program 
is being introduced to the university through 
a partnership between the Winona County 
Sheriff ’s Department and Winona State 
University Security.
According to Winona County Sheriff ’s Deputy 
John Hazelton, the course name stands for alert, 
lockdown, inform, counter and evacuate. 
“It gives people options of how to act,” 
Hazelton said, adding this is an alternative to the 
“lockdown only” approach. 
The classes will be open to students and faculty 
for free from 1 to 4 p.m. Feb., 25 and 26, and 
March, 25 and March 26, in Minné Hall, room 
103 on the Winona State campus.
Hazelton will lead the courses, and said he has 
15 years of active shooter teaching experience, 
teaching in schools in Winona County and for 
private companies.  
Hazelton said the class will teach people how to
act in this stressful situation and how to survive 
and be prepared if this event were to occur 
anywhere on campus. 
“It empowers the individual of how to act and 
has proven to be very effective,” Hazelton said. 
“The old ways just aren’t effective anymore.” 
The class consists of a portion explaining 
concepts, but the majority of the program will 
be spent role-playing various situations and 
scenarios, Hazelton said. 
“We want to teach people to be aware of 
surroundings,” Hazelton said. “The worst thing to 
do is freeze in a situation, and self-training helps 
with [not] freezing.” 
Chris Chichosz, director of Winona State 
Security, explained how after scenarios there will 
be a group discussion regarding the experiences 
everyone had.
“It’s pretty valuable to get to see it through 
other people’s eyes that are in there with you 
doing the same thing,” Chichosz said. “Everyone 
experiences different things in the same 
situation.”
Chichosz said there will be blank shots fired for 
the effect of making a situation seem more real at 
the point in time and to give people a chance to 
hear what the sound is actually like. 
“It’s a concern we are not taking lightly,” 
Chichosz said. “It’s not to scare people or do 
anything like that.” 
Feb. 11 Feb. 18
      Continued on page 6, see Workshop.
Active shooter program educates campus
“The worst thing to do is 
freeze in a situation, and 
self-training helps with
[not] freezing.”
-John Hazelton, deputy with the 
Winona County Sheriff’s Department
Have a burning opinion? Want to share a news tip? 
Send us your questions, opinions and suggestions to winonan@winona.edu
Be sure to like 
The Winonan on 
Facebook! 
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Feb. 14
Twenty two percent of Winona State University funding comes from the 
Minnesota state government, according to the 
Winona State Foundation. The other 88 percent 
comes from donors supporting Winona State 
students.
The foundation, along with Winona State 
Alumni Relations and the Student Organization 
of Alumni Relations (SOAR), honored these 
donors during the second annual I Love WSU 
Week—a four-day celebration that took place 
from Tuesday, Feb. 13 to Thursday, Feb. 16 
primarily in Kryzsko Commons.
Each of the four days served to bring awareness 
to the contributions made by donors, while a 
crowd funding page and student penny wars were 
hosted all week to raise money for future and 
ongoing scholarships and projects. 
As phonathon coordinator with the university’s 
Alumni Relations and a Winona State graduate, 
Katie Gottstein assisted the foundation and 
SOAR with each of these events.
“We’re incorporating alumni, staff and faculty, 
and students to all share their love for Winona 
State as well as bring awareness to philanthropy 
and giving,” Gottstein said.
         NIKKO ARIES                                           
               photographer
           naries12@winona.edu
Volunteers hand out ice cream in the lower hyphen of Kryzsko Commons as students write thank you cards to donors of Winona State University 
as part of the university’s “Get the Scoop on Philanthropy” on Wednesday, Feb. 15 for I Love WSU Week. Winona State Foundation hosts the week 
annually to raise awareness about the donors who give to the university. 
Winona State shows love to donors
     Continued on page 6, see I Love WSU.
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         BY OLIVIA VOLKMAN-JOHNSON                  
               news reporter
           ovolkmanjohns15@winona.edu
Monday was “Tag Day” where tags saying, “I 
am here because of donors” were placed on every 
piece of campus that was donated, including 
buildings, sculptures and trees.
One of the largest contributions honored that 
day, according to Gottstein, was Haake Hall—a 
posthumous donation from the late Paul Haake, 
who grew up in Winona and attended Winona 
Senior High School.
In honor of Valentine’s Day, Tuesday was “I 
Love WSU Day,” and students took photos and 
shared what they love about Winona State for a 
chance to win prizes.
On Wednesday, students wrote thank you 
postcards to donors and got a free scoop of ice 
cream as part of “Get the Scoop on Philanthropy.”
The week culminated in the “All-U Campaign 
Kick-Off ” event held in the Student Activity 
Center on Thursday, Feb. 16, which hosted 
numerous donors, alumni, faculty and current 
Winona State students with food, music and 
prizes.
The final event included an introduction 
from Winona State President Scott Olson, who 
explained the importance of philanthropy, as well 
as testimonies from Winona State students who 
have benefitted from donors and the work of the 
foundation.
The foundation utilizes approximately $1 
million in donations for over 900 scholarships 
annually, according to Cindy Jokela, a director 
of development for Winona State’s University 
Advancement.
“Funding student scholarships is an area of 
great need and importance—making college 
accessible, providing educational opportunities, 
easing students’ financial burden,” Jokela said.
Though there is a large amount of monetary 
donations received by the foundation each year, 
gifts and donations can come in many different 
forms, according to Tracy Hale, associate director 
of the university’s Alumni Relations.
Alumni Relations staff, according to Hale, hosts 
60 to 65 events nationally each year to connect 
with Winona State alumni, keep them updated 
about campus events and give information about 
how they can help the university.
“We engage our alumni and find out ways that 
they want to give back,” Hale said. “Giving back 
can be a lot of different things, and that’s what we 
encourage our alumni to do.”
Hale and Gottstein said there are a variety of 
ways Winona State alumni and donors can give 
gifts to the university, including donating money 
to specific departments or clubs or taking the 
time to speak with current students.
“Once we see alumni want to be active, whether 
it’s coming to events or being a mentor or coming 
to campus and speaking in a class, we’ll kind of 
seek out that interest,” Gottstein said. 
According to Hale, for most alumni, an 
experience at Winona State is usually what 
motivates them to give back to the university.
“There was either a professor, a moment, a class 
that they took, [or] a coach that impacted them 
so meaningfully that they want to be able to give 
back to somebody in that same way,” Hale said.
By hosting I Love WSU week each year, both 
the foundation and alumni relations hope to 
reach out to Winona State alumni and donors 
to help them give back, while honoring their 
contributions, according to Gottstein.
“Winona State wouldn’t be where it is today 
without donors. Everything you see on campus 
wouldn’t be here. We would have no trees, no 
benches, no places to sit,” Gottstein said. “People 
who gave to those funds didn’t get to experience 
it, but you did because of them.”
      Workshop, continued from page 4.
      I Love WSU, continued from page 5.
Chichosz said he wants this service to be used 
as a tool for students and faculty to have and use 
over the course of their lifetime. 
Through the actions in the class, Chichosz said 
attendees will be more engaged with what they 
are learning to apply to real situations. 
“I think it’s important to not only do a 
classroom portion, but I feel it’s more beneficial 
to actually get up and actually do it,” Chichosz 
said. “It’s not a static environment there’s actually 
some stress going on, because that’s what it’s 
going to be like in real life.” 
The classes are focusing on how attendees 
would react and think to this kind of situation 
and what it would be like. 
“You can think about, ‘Often times I do this,’ 
but until you’re actually in a situation where the 
stress levels up a little bit, you really don’t know 
how exactly you will react,” Chichosz said. 
Hazelton said other schools and colleges are 
adapting the ALICE program as well, as it begins 
to gain more popularity. 
Attendees can sign up for this program 
at Winona State by using the link in an all 
university email sent by Security on Thursday, 
Feb. 9 and Monday, Feb. 20.
         BY CHENEY MASON                                
              news reporter
           cmason14@winona.edu
Meet the news staff...
Cheney Mason
Crime & Security reporter
Nathaniel Nelson
Technology reporter
Colin Kohrs
Local reporter
Olivia Volkman-Johnson
Academic & administrative reporter
Sara Tiradossi
Health/Student Senate reporter
Maddie Swenson
General reporter
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Greek Life promotes sexual harm prevention
With growing concern about increasing numbers of sexual assaults occurring on 
college campuses, Sigma Tau Gamma President 
Nicholas Cota decided the fraternity needed to 
take action.
“Over the past year, there’s been an increase 
of sexual harm related instances. Additionally, 
we ended up seeing it here quite locally on our 
campus,” Cota said. “We had already planned 
on having someone come in and speak to our 
chapter, and then upon further discussion with 
our alumni and with the chapter as a whole, we 
decided to make it a campus initiative.”
The event, titled “The Ripple Effects of Sexual 
Harm,” will take place Tuesday, Feb. 28 at 6 p.m. 
in the Harriet Johnson Auditorium. Jane Straub, 
the victim assistant specialist at the Gunderson 
National Child Protection Training Center, will 
give the presentation.
Straub will give a 60-minute presentation. 
In addition, Winona State University’s Title IX 
Coordinator Lori Mikl will be giving a 10-minute 
presentation on the various resources available 
on campus and in the community.
After reaching out to the presidents of other 
Greek organizations, Tau Kappa Epsilon and Sig-
ma Sigma Sigma joined in sponsoring the event. 
Greek Life is promoting the presentation, but the 
event is aimed towards all college students, staff 
and faculty on campus.
Straub also works for the Jacob Wetterling 
Resource Center, which is a program within the 
Gunderson Health System in La Crosse. She 
typically speaks twice a week on an extensive 
list of different topics such as domestic violence, 
consent, healthy relationships, child abuse and 
trauma.
“This presentation is coming at a great time, 
there’s been a lot of conversations happening 
about sexual harm on this campus,” Cota said.
When deciding on a presenter to bring to cam-
pus, Jane Straub seemed to be an easy pick.
“[Straub] is a very good speaker. She speaks na-
tionally and knows how to adapt her presentation 
style to her audience. When looking at speakers, 
that was my biggest fear, that our organization 
brings in a speaker who speaks monotone or 
presents as though they’re talking to a bunch of 
little kids. I wanted a presenter that’s going to talk 
to us as young adults,” Cota said. 
Continued on page 12, see Greek.
“This presentation is 
coming at a great time 
when there’s been a 
lot of conversations 
happening about sexual 
harm on this campus.”
-Nicholas Cota, Sigma Tau Gamma president
As a way to promote sustainable living, Win-ona State University’s chemistry department 
is partnering with Housing and Residence Life 
for the Energy Wars. 
Throughout the month of February, students 
living in campus housing will compete against 
each other to reduce their energy and water 
usage. 
Jeanne Franz, a professor within the chem-
istry department, is one of the organizers for 
the event. According to Franz, Winona State 
has been participating in the Energy Wars for a 
decade.
“A decade ago there was a group up at Maca-
lester College that had energy contests between 
colleges and universities in the upper Midwest,” 
Franz said. 
Eventually, Winona State decided to localize 
the event and compete within the residence halls 
on campus. 
As a way to get the students interested and 
involved with Energy Wars, Franz and students 
in her environmental chemistry class created 
educational material for the residence halls and 
a group of students spoke to during Hall Council 
meetings. 
Andrew Paulson, one of Franz’s students, 
demonstrated how to switch from incandescent 
lightbulbs to compact fluorescent lightbulbs or 
LED lights, which are more energy efficient. 
“The cool thing I notice in the dorms, is that 
after the presentation, you could tell that some 
people were awed by the amount of electricity 
that could be saved by switching out lightbulbs,”
Paulson said. “I asked the students for ideas on 
how they could save water and energy and they 
all seemed to be able to contribute in some way.”
Other than switching to energy saving light-
bulbs, Paulson and Franz suggested unplugging 
devices and appliances after use can save energy 
as well. According to Franz, energy that is being 
consumed when the appliances are not in use is 
called “Phantom Energy.”
“Unplug your appliances if you are not using 
them,” Franz said. “My toaster at home uses 
energy when it is not even toasting anything. My 
students told me they saved $200 a month just by 
unplugging their toaster.” 
Franz also communicates with Facilities and 
receives weekly updates on the energy reduction 
of each residence hall. 
“We look at how much of their energy use is 
reduced relative to the previous month, so it is 
more fair for the older residence halls and they 
have the opportunity to win,” Franz said. 
According to information from Facilities, Pren-
tiss-Lucas is in the lead for the first week of En-
ergy Wars. During the first week, they used only 
79 percent of the electricity they use in a typical 
week and only 81 percent of the water. 
Sarah Olcott, assistant director of Housing and 
Residence Life, has been working with Franz on 
updating the leader boards. Olcott said she hopes 
the event will provide students with the educa-
tion they need to change their behavior. 
“I am hoping it gives people the opportunity 
to learn about how much energy they are using 
or abusing with very simple behavior change,” 
Olcott said. “There are a lot of little things that 
won’t disrupt their life, but it takes someone who 
knows about the topic to point it out.”
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Dorms wage war on energy, water usage
“My toaster at home 
uses energy when it is not 
even toasting anything. 
My students told me they 
saved $200 a month just by 
unplugging their toaster.”
-Jeanne Franz, Energy Wars organizer
Continued on page 12, see Energy.
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Way back Winonan: on this day in 1989
Continued on page 12, see Accident.
Winona State student recovers from motorscooter injury, loses leg
Left: Frankie Chervenak, Reagan Johnson, Adelle Vietor and Courtney Harms watch a stool being flown in from the top of the stage during a dance called “Garden of Four,” choreographed 
by faculty member Gretchen Cohenour.
Right photo, left to right: Samantha Johnson, Alexandra Jones, Jenna Grochow, Bailey Alleman and Taylor Storlie perform “Propane.” What was the rehearsal process like? Jenna Grochow: The 
rehearsal process was a fun time, thinking of ways to make it unexpected and everyone pitched in. It was a lighthearted and friendly time. I’m so grateful for this cast.
Left: Senior Gavin Johnson created the lighting design for the final dance of the event. What was your approach to light this dance? For my approach, I had seen the dance piece a couple of times 
before planning my design. I listened to the music and how it corresponds to the movements done by the dancers. I then met with the choreographer (Erin Drummond) to discuss the story of the piece and 
the ideas for color choice, along with the importance of the different dancers and how to make them show... this was my first lighting design I have ever done and it was a little challenging.
Right: Junior Ella Dierberger dances her solo choreographed piece “Bone” to the song “Art Decade” by David Bowie during a rehearsal for Dancescape. This dance will represent Winona State 
University at the American College Dance Festival. Why did you choose this song for your piece? I chose this song because I love David Bowie. The song has a lot of nature sounds, and a melody which 
really fit the mood I was trying to portray.
10 - COVER STORY
Dance, continued from page 1.
Left to right: Jenna Grochow, Danielle Schlager, Bailey Alleman, Cali Hartstock, and Adyson Johnson perform “That’s not how you spell compassion” during a Dancescape dress rehearsal on 
Tuesday, Feb. 14. The performances took place in the Vivian R. Fusillo Main Stage Theatre Feb. 16 to 18. 
Left: Adelle Vietor falls into (left to right) 
Frankie Chervenak, Courtney Harms and 
Reagan Johnson’s arms during a Dancescape 
piece called “Garden of Four” choreographed 
by faculty member Gretchen Cohenour. How did 
it feel to participate in Gretchen’s Piece? Courtney 
Harms: It was interesting to be in Gretchen’s piece. 
Even though it was an 18-minute piece, it felt 
like five. It feels like being on a different plane of 
existence where we were only connected to each 
other and our props. It sounds crazy, but that’s how 
it felt. The rehearsal process was three hours a 
week starting in September, so it was a lot of work. 
Whenever dancers work with props it takes longer 
to formulate a dance because we have to decide 
what we want to do with them exactly, so that was 
the hardest part of the preparation.
Right photo, left to right: Bailey Alleman, Taylor 
Storlie, and Samantha Johnson dance to a piece 
called “Postremo Pacem,” choreographed by 
Andrea Wippich.
In order to show their commitment to ener-
gy, students will pledge to participate in energy 
saving activities.
The points for the competition are awarded by 
taking the percentage of students in the hall who 
have taken the pledge plus the percentage of how 
much energy change they used compared to their 
baseline in January, Olcott added. 
Paulson said that at the end of the competition, 
the winning residence hall will be able to plan a 
party of their choosing. 
With conservation, Olcott said reaching out to 
individuals personally has been able inspire stu-
dents to make long lasting behavioral changes. 
“I think the best thing they can do is to encour-
age their friends to make better choices around 
energy, recycling and waste reduction,” Olcott 
said. “That is really how you reach people, by 
talking to them one on one and explaining that 
these life changes can make a big difference.”
According to Cota, [Straub] has been working 
in the violence prevention and intervention field 
for over 15 years. She has worked with adult vic-
tims of abuse, offenders and children of all ages. 
“She is a huge advocate for victims and fami-
lies in the immediate Twin Cities area. That goes 
even further with domestic abuse, sexual vio-
lence, stalking, trafficking, bullying and cyber-
bullying. Just a wide variety of topics,” Cota said.
Straub stated she always goes into her presenta-
tions with three goals.
“The first goal is to give people information 
that they haven’t heard. Second, especially when 
I talk about things related to abuse and violence, 
is knowing that there will be survivors [in the 
audience], so I always want survivors to know 
that what happened is not their fault, and there 
are resources out there and people on your team 
that will support you. Third, is this idea of people 
not realizing the impact of harm,” Straub said. “I 
want them to have this thought of ‘I never really 
realized how harmful that word may be’ or ‘how 
harmful that act may be.’ I always think of it as 
hopefully I’m out there kind of planting some 
seeds.”
Cota and Straub both have high hopes for the 
event.
“I hope people who attend will at least learn 
one new item, while also learning about the vari-
ous resources in our immediate area,” Cota said.
In the end, if even only one person is positively 
affected, Straub said she will feel as though she 
has made an impact.
“There are going to be people that may really 
listen to what I say, and also people that may 
totally discount it,” Straub said. “It may become 
a dialogue that can certainly turn into some-
thing bigger after I just give my one presentation. 
Hopefully it will be something that continues to 
be talked about.” 
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One of the most anticipated movies of the year, “The Lego Batman Movie” has finally 
landed. After the near perfection of 2014’s “The 
Lego Movie,” all eyes were on Will Arnett’s return 
to the cape and cowl for another fun, brick-filled 
romp. Aside from the constant references to Bat-
man continuity and interesting genre parodies, 
“The Lego Batman Movie” is a relatively shallow 
affair that tries too hard to be funny. The anima-
tion is still top notch and it does have some depth 
in the early stages, but it squanders its potential 
with a so-so final act and too many flat jokes.
The film follows Batman (Will Arnett) as he 
navigates life as a perpetual loner. Following the 
retirement of Commissioner Gordon and the 
promotion of his daughter, Barbara (Rosario 
Dawson), Batman is tasked with finding a way 
to cooperate with the police department in the 
battle against the Joker (Zach Galifianakis) and 
the rest of the Gotham City rogues gallery. Mean-
while, Batman is also dealing with the arrival of a 
young Dick Grayson (Michael Cera), who is also 
known by his sidekick name, Robin.
As a character study, “Lego Batman” works 
surprisingly well. It’s obvious that the creative 
team understands the character and what makes 
him tick, which allows them to go fairly in depth 
in their exploration. His penchant for overcom-
pensation and need for respect and admiration 
serves as a guise for his deeper problems, namely 
his fear of having a family again.  
By now, we all know the backstory of Batman; 
his parents were killed when he was a boy and af-
ter years of training, he returned to Gotham City 
to become the caped crusader. However, none of 
the past films explored what that means 
for the character himself. This time, it provides 
the framework for his main conflict with person-
al isolation. Of course, it’s all played for laughs, 
but there is some real depth to the main character 
this time around. 
Visually, the film is astounding. The brick-fo-
cused animation still comes through as colorful 
as ever, and it might even be more detailed than 
the first time around. Additionally, there are 
some great stylistic cues early on, including a 
black and white montage to “One is the Loneliest 
Number” and an awkwardly long section show-
ing Batman’s night after patrolling the city, but for 
the most part it looks and feels almost identical 
to “The Lego Movie.” This isn’t a bad thing, per 
se, but there are aspects that the team should 
have kept separate.
The problems start popping up later in the 
film, when the focus shifts to include aspects 
from the first Lego movie, introducing villains 
like Voldemort, King Kong and Sauron. This bit 
misses the mark immensely, feeling more ran-
dom than intentional. It would’ve been markedly 
more interesting if they kept the focus on Batman 
mythology, instead of shoehorning in a plethora 
of other franchises. With a title like “The Lego 
Batman Movie,” you’d think that they’d stick to 
just Batman and company, but instead they chose 
to go wacky, while worthy of some laughs, pulls 
you out of the narrative.
“Lego Batman” is a comedy through and 
through, and for the most part, it succeeds. Its 
meta-dialogue on the past films and pieces of 
Batman media consistently land well, which is 
where the film is at its best. It parodies every 
character presented in overt self-deprecating and 
referential ways, including the superhero genre 
itself. For instance, the passcode for the batcave 
is “Iron Man Sucks” and in one scene, Batman 
accidentally crashes a party held by an uncaring 
Justice League. When it sticks to these quips and 
trope sendups, the film is hysterical. Yet, with as 
many jokes as there are, there are bound to be a 
few that miss the mark, and some feel too forced 
and borderline childish to be funny.
Casting-wise, “Lego Batman” is a mixed bag. 
Arnett is an absolute riot, playing Batman like 
a pop culture caricature, and Cera’s Robin is a 
delight. The rest of the cast is so-so, but the real 
misstep here is Galifianakis’ Joker. What should 
be an overdone, over performed blast of a char-
acter is instead disappointingly subdued. The 
pseudo-romance he shares with Batman is a high 
point, but his limp take on the character takes a 
lot out of the film.
I will say ‘The Lego Batman Movie” is a ton of 
fun. It might not be anywhere near as good as its 
predecessor, but there are some good moments 
and ideas in here, especially for Batman fans. It’s 
no “Lego Movie 2,” but the high points of the film 
are absolutely worth a watch for fans of the fran-
chise, but prepare to be a bit disappointed. 3.5/5
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Answer key to last week’s maze by news reporter Colin Kohrs.
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In the article “Krueger Library introduces new live 
chat” on page 5 in last week’s issue, it was incorrectly 
stated that Allison Quam does not work at the library 
anymore. She is currently the coordinator of reference 
services who initiated the start of the live chat. In 
addition, Stewart VanCleve’s title is web and digital 
services librarian.
Also, in databases the chat widget is visible to the 
right of the page, not the left, and the chat service 
(written as LibChat) is not readily available across all 
of D2L - an instructor has to incorporate it into their 
course page if they want to.
Oops...
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Gymnastics honors teammate, wins Smile On meet
“Smile On” is not just great life advice – it is the motto of a squad, the anthem of a fami-
ly. Smile On, also known as the Brooke Baures 
Memorial meet, is an annual event hosted by 
Winona State University gymnastics in honor of 
their teammate who died in December 2014. 
This is the second year the team has hosted 
the meet, and they honored Baures’ memory by 
winning with a score of 188.400 against the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin-Eau Claire. Three years have 
passed since her accidental death, but the memo-
ry of her smile is still near and dear to those who 
knew her.
“The name of the meet is taken from the fact 
that she had an incredibly beautiful smile that 
warmed the hearts of whomever she saw, and we 
believe that she’s still smiling down on us from 
heaven,” head coach Beckie Rolbiecki said. 
Rolbiecki said Baures was a “great athlete and a 
great kid,” the meet is held to keep her spirit alive.
“The first time around it was positive, but it was 
quite painful,” Rolbiecki said. “This being the sec-
ond year, we can concentrate more on what she 
gave to our program and what we learned from 
her – less emphasis on the pain and the sorrow, 
and turning it into a celebration of her life and on 
what we gained from knowing her.”
Baures died her senior year after applying to 
graduate from Winona State’s social work pro-
gram. 
Due to the absence of seniors on the team, only 
the junior class gymnasts remembers Baures and 
her encouraging spirit. 
Junior captain Katie Pipp said, “I loved having 
Brooke in the gym and practicing with her. She 
had the most beautiful smile and attitude in the 
gym. She really knew how to push me to be the 
best gymnast I could be. It was almost as if she 
knew what I was capable of even when I couldn’t 
see it myself.” 
If one thing stood out this season, it is the War-
riors’ “team first” attitude. As the season deepens, 
they are focusing on cleaning up their routines in 
order to receive better team scores. Rolbiecki said 
each girl is keeping her eye on the prize by trying 
to improve her score by a tenth of a point. The 
team goal of the Smile On meet was to receive a 
score of over 184, which they exceeded by more 
than four points. 
Rolbiecki said how you become more of a 
family in a sport like this, rather than just team-
members. 
“Her death rocked our team to the core; it’s 
the most difficult thing I’ve had to deal with as a 
coach,” Rolbiecki said. “There’s no guidelines, no 
path. It’s so difficult to figure out how to get the 
team and yourself through that horror. They’re 
young, they see themselves as invincible.” 
Baures’ parents, Ron and Kerrie Baures attend-
ed the meet, passing out most valuable player 
awards they put together themselves. It’s their 
personal way of recognizing talent and reaching 
out to the gymnastics community. 
Before the meet, Pipp said, “Last year, the 
Smile On meet was a very significant experi-
ence for our team because it was the first meet 
that we celebrated Brooke’s life for the amazing 
teammate that she was. We were competing for 
Brooke that night, which made our success feel 
that much more meaningful. You could al-
most feel her passion for the sport during all our 
routines.”  
At this year’s special meet, junior Eboni Jackson 
took first on vault with a score of 9.550, and first-
year Kelli Johnston won beam with a score of 
9.725. Pipp tied for first on beam with 9.650. The 
Warriors won almost all of the events over Eau 
Claire, vault excluded. The meet would normally 
have been a tournament, but busy schedules pre-
vented more than one university from attending. 
The annual meet will continue to keep Baures’ 
smile and passion alive year after year. Pipp’s goal 
for the meet was to match Baures’ dedication and 
passion for the sport.
“This meet is one of my favorites because, not 
only do I get to compete for my team, I get to 
show Brooke that the short time we had togeth-
er made a big impact on my character and my 
gymnastics my freshman year and it still does to 
this day,” Pipp said. “It is just a very special night 
to celebrate the amazing impact Brooke had on 
all of us.”
Haruko “Sunny” Hasebe finished in fourth place on the beam with 9.525 Friday night in 
McCown Gym. The Warriors won almost every event, beating their goal score by more than 
four points.
EMMA CAVANAUGH
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ecavanaugh14@winona.edu
BRIANNA MURPHY
photographer
bmurphy14@winona.edu
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The Winona State University softball team is young this season, but they are powerful – 
and they are already starting to show it. During 
Friday’s second game, first-year pitcher Jordyn 
Kleman recorded a no-hitter for the Warriors.
“We’ve got nine freshmen out of 18 kids,” head 
coach Greg Jones said. “We’ve worked a lot on 
the same stuff we’ve always done so far as our 
preparations, but there’s just a lot more teaching 
involved right now because you’re teaching it for 
the first time to a lot of kids.”
Their age showed last week when they split 
their season-opening doubleheader against 
Grandview College in Rochester, Minn.
“Our hope right now is that we’re playing our 
best ball late,” Jones said. “We want to be as com-
petitive as we can be; we want to play as hard as 
we can; we want to be at our best in that moment, 
but ultimately what I think what our hope is, is 
that we’re playing our very best softball at the end 
of April and in May.”
According to Jones, it is all a matter of getting 
game experience.
“We need to continue to play in games, to relax 
and loosen up and get confident and comfortable 
in game environment. Right now we’re in practice 
mode,” he said. “We need to start gaining comfort 
in being uncomfortable. Right now we’re very 
comfortable going through what we go through 
every day.”
But some exemplary performance may have 
showed a little bit earlier than expected when the 
Warriors went from a split to a sweep, beating the 
University of Wisconsin-Parkside 11-1, 10-0 in 
an away doubleheader Friday.
First -year student Jordyn Kleman begins her 
collegiate softball career as a starting pitcher, 
which according to Jones adds some pressure to 
being on the team. 
“That’s a big ask for a freshman to be a starting 
pitcher,” Jones said.
This commitment resulted in Klemen pitching 
11 strikeouts in her first game, and by the end of 
the second doubleheader, turning out 21.
“We’ve got some freshmen that are going to 
make some noise,” Jones said.
On the flip side, the Warriors will also be rely-
ing on the strength of their sole senior, Allyson 
O’Herron, who has been starting since her first 
year and recorded a .987 fielding percentage last 
season.
“She’ll start for us this year again at first base,” 
Jones said. “This is her fourth year starting at her 
third different position. She’s been a starting third 
baseman, a starting second baseman and now 
these last two years she’s been our first baseman, 
and she does a very good job.”
But, as Jones said, the team’s true success will 
come as a group effort. 
“Now since we’ve really been grinding together 
on a daily basis getting ready in practice since 
January, the chemistry has really strengthened,” 
Jones said. “And you can really see that they’re 
one group, one family and they have one direc-
tion, and that’s been really great to see.”
With that teamwork and a solid drive, Jones 
said the team has high hopes. 
“The biggest thing about this group that we re-
ally want is to drive home a work ethic and a pas-
sion and an energy for the game,” he said. “And 
if we can do those things ultimately they will on 
paper look very similar to the teams of the past.”
Adam Kirk
Men’s basketball reporter
Julia Feld
Club sports reporter
 Sports staff starting lineup...
Emma Cavanaugh
Sports reporter
First-year students lead Winona State softball
Danny Moriarty
General reporter
COLIN KOHRS
news reporter
ckohrs14@winona.edu
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The Winona State University men’s basketball team closed out their regular season with 
back-to-back losses on Friday and Saturday last 
week.
Friday night the Warriors lost 70-87 against the 
Augustana University Vikings. 
Senior Riley Bambenek led the Warriors with 
16 points and senior Isaiah Gray added 14 points. 
Senior Josh Mongan scored 13 points while 
shooting 80 percent in the game. 
The Vikings’ offense proved to be too much for 
the Warriors to handle in the first half as they 
built a 48-31 lead by halftime. 
In the second half, Augustana increased their 
lead to 20 points and Winona State was unable to 
cut the deficit to fewer than 15. 
The Vikings held a significant advantage 
inside, outrebounding the Warriors 40-23. Their 
rebounding advantage helped them score 14 
second-chance points compared to Winona 
State’s four. 
Winona State traveled to Wayne, Neb. to face 
the Wayne State College Wildcats, losing 59-74. 
“We didn’t play well either night,” head coach 
Todd Eisner said. “When a team does not 
compete or play with a toughness level needed to 
have a chance for success at the college level, then 
what we are experiencing as a team happens.”
The Warriors have now lost three consecutive 
games and five of their last six. 
“This has been a very challenging season for 
many reasons,” Eisner said. “None of us, coaches 
or players, have handled the adversity very well.”
Winona State finished seventh out of eight 
teams in the NSIC-South, with a final record of 
8-14 in conference play. 
The Warriors were once again led by Bambenek 
Saturday as he finished with a team-high of 12 
points against the Wildcats. He has scored in 
double figures in five consecutive games. Gray 
and Mongan each added nine points. 
As a team, Winona State struggled to on the 
offensive end. The team shot 38 percent from the 
field while Wayne State shot 49 percent. 
The Wildcats held the Warriors to 20 first-
half points, as Bambenek was the only Warrior 
to score more than one field goal in the half. 
Winona State shot 7-22 in the opening half. 
An early 10-2 run in the second half increased 
Wayne State’s lead. The Warriors cut the lead 
down to 10, midway through the second half. 
The Wildcats finished the game by outscoring 
the Warriors down the stretch, finishing with a 
15-point victory.  
The NSIC tournament begins on Wednesday 
and the Warriors will face Northern State 
University – a team that finished the season 
towards the top of the NSIC-North. The game 
will be played in Aberdeen, S.D. at 8 p.m.
In the two teams’ only meeting during the 
season, Northern State walked away with an 85-
58 victory. 
Following a Warrior win on Wednesday, they 
would play again on Sunday, facing the winner of 
Augustana and Bemidji State University. 
Losses round out men’s basketball season
“This has been a very 
challenging season for 
many reasons. None of us, 
coaches or players, have 
handled adversity 
very well.”
-Todd Eisner, men’s basketball head coach
         BY ADAM KIRK                                          
               sports reporter
           akirk12@winona.edu
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The Winona State University baseball team began the season with a road trip 
to Tahlequah, Okla. which resulted in three 
losses against the Northeastern State University 
RiverHawks. 
The Warriors started off with an early lead in 
the first game of a double-header Saturday, Feb. 
18. Junior Joe Kubera scored first off an error by 
the right fielder in the top of the first, followed 
by a single from senior Jesus Cazares that scored 
junior Taylor field. 
Kubera contributed to the scoring again by 
singling in first-year Derek Martin in the second 
inning. The next inning, Martin grew the lead to 
four with an RBI single to left. Northeastern State 
scored in the bottom of the inning, leaving the 
score 4-1 after three innings. 
The RiverHawks took the lead in the fourth 
after a pair of doubles and an error by the 
Warriors that cost them two runs. The opponent 
tacked on a pair of runs in the sixth inning, 
one off another error by the Warriors, which 
extended their lead 7-4. 
The Warriors fought back with a comeback in 
the seventh inning. Junior Mitchell Heid drove in 
Field with two outs, cutting the lead to two. The 
Warriors’ comeback was spoiled after a ground 
ball to third to end the game. 
Game two was a nailbiter that went into extra 
innings. 
The Warriors were trailing after the first 
inning 4-1 after a three-run home run by the 
RiverHawks. In the third inning, Kubera scored 
off an error, but they lost the run in the bottom 
half of the inning from a RiverHawk sac fly.
The Warriors scored two runs off of two errors 
by the RiverHawks, but they responded in the 
bottom half of the inning with a two run-home 
run, leaving the score 7-4 after four innings. 
In the seventh inning, the Warriors started 
another comeback and they were not to be 
shut down this time. They tacked on six runs 
including Kubera’s first home run of the season 
that put them up 11-7 going into the bottom of 
the inning. The Warriors could not close out the 
game as the RiverHawks had a home run of their 
own and a three run single to tie the game and 
send it into extra innings where the Warriors lost 
an error by the first baseman in the 11th inning.
The Warriors’ weekend wrapped up Sunday 
with a blowout loss with a score of 17-5. The 
RiverHawks put up eight runs in the first inning 
and seven in the sixth to complete the sweep and 
send the Warriors home 0-3 to start the season. 
The Warriors are coming off a 2016 record of 
17 wins and 30 losses.
“It was a disappointing season,” head coach 
Kyle Poock said. “Last year came down to injuries 
that were the key things that hurt us the most. 
We have some upperclassmen pitchers returning 
that I hope will get us going.” 
Poock also encouraged everyone to come 
down to every home game as the Warriors 
start the season in one of the most competitive 
conferences in the nation. 
The Warriors head to Florida in two weeks for 
a series of games against St. Edwards University 
from Austin, Texas, Lynn University from Boca 
Raton, Fla., Florida Tech from Melbourne, Fla. 
and Palm Beach Atlantic University from West 
Palm Beach, Fla.
Baseball begins season with tournament losses
Left: Winona State University women’s basketball 
players celebrate points from a basket that put them 
in the lead towards the end of the game against 
Concordia University, St. Paul on Friday, Feb. 11.
The team will begin their tournament play against 
the University of Mary at 7 p.m. in Bismark, N.D. 
The Warriors have to win to advance within the 
tournament, which features the eight NSIC division 
teams.
The Winona State women’s basketball team finished 
the season with an overall record of 20-8 and finished 
conference play 15-7. The final three games ended with 
the Warriors losing to Minnesota State University, 
Mankato, Wayne State College and University of 
Mary.
         BRIANNA MURPHY                                  
               photographer
           bmurphy14@winona.edu
         DANNY MORIARTY                                         
               sports reporter
           dmoriarty12@winona.edu
Women’s basketball begins tournament play
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Aries (March 21 to April 19)
The stars strongly encourage you 
to listen to Rebecca Black’s new 
music. “The Great Divide” really 
holds up.
Taurus (April 20 to May 20)
Polka. Dots. Are. Not. 
Appropriate. Funeral-Wear. 
Gemini (May 21 to June 20)
Like actually nothing good can 
come from alpacas this week. 
Avoid at all costs.
Cancer (June 21 to July 22)
Yes, the most appropriate 
running metaphor for your 
essay involves David Lynch’s 
1977 surrealist horror film, 
“Eraserhead.” Go ahead. Do it.
Leo (July 23 to Aug. 22)
It’s the week of President’s Day, 
and the stars aren’t really sure 
what you’re supposed to do with 
that. Maybe read a book about 
Martin Van Buren or something?
Virgo (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Keep in mind that while 
Valentine’s Day sweets may have 
been significantly discounted, 
the expense for a tooth filling 
remains the same. 
Libra (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Always look both ways before 
crossing the street.
Scorpio (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
This week will truly test your 
theory that Electro Swing 
remixes of Big Bad Voodoo 
Daddy work for every situation.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Chubby Bunny is dangerous 
enough when played with 
marshmallows, so think twice 
before bringing a bag of 
Clementines to that party this 
week.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
The stars predict that you should 
wear a coat and prepare for snow 
on Friday the 24th, and no, the 
stars didn’t get that from weather.
com. Shut up.
Aquarius (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Monsters under the bed aren’t 
usually a problem, but like, 
maybe check this week?
Pisces (Feb. 19 to March 20)
You never know what you have 
until it’s gone, so appreciate the 
little things. Like your toenails. 
Avoid sawmills this week.
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